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• 250 Belgian beers put to the test
• The successor to Michael Jackson's book Great Beers of Belgium with accessible info graphs and diagrams to test your
favourite Belgian beer and taste pattern, all put together in a handy guide
• The ultimate beer book in which passion and science flow together
• In the same series and the hugely successful Gin & Tonic ISBN 9789401425605, Rum ISBN 9789401450072, Tequila &
Mezcal ISBN 9789401434645, and Vodka ISBN 9789401451550
Beer Professor Kevin Verstrepen and Beer Doctor Miguel Roncoroni put 250 Belgian beers to the test in their lab, resulting in a
complete encyclopedia with scientific analyses of the taste and aroma profiles and the chemical composition of beer.
The beer team of the Flemish Institute for Biotechnology (VIB) went into the laboratory for 2 years to subject 252 Belgian
beers to thorough chemical analysis and to a panel of objective guinea pigs. The result is this definitive guide, which finally
decomposes the complex composition of our favorite barley into the molecule and illustrates it for every type of beer lover. Get
to know which flavor you prefer and search for similar flavors and varieties amongst the huge range of Belgian beers.
Kevin Verstrepen is professor of genetics and beer science at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven and conducted research
on beer at Harvard and MIT. In collaboration with Miguel Roncoroni, who obtained his doctorate from the wine lab of the
University of Auckland and a team of 15 scientists, he worked for years on chemical analysis, blind testing and objective
comparison of the 252 beers in this guide. Together they decided to combine their knowledge and expertise to finally give
Belgian beer the in-depth research that it deserves.
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